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0 9/ 12 / 2001

.....resldence.
- .............---...,....--.....,..---.,...-...,...-.....,.............,..,...-,.... was interviewed at
Present during the interview was his wife,
I

white female, of the same addresses, and New York State~P~o-l~l~c-e--~(~N~Y~S~P~)~
Iwas apprised of the identities of
the lntervlewers, ~ne nature or the lnterview, and he provided the
following information:

9b1

in his
1 2001, sometime
was put on
Jeremy Logan Glick, w 0 had been talkin: to
I;
1 Jerem¥ had been talkingl
las Jeremy was flylng, In an
airplane thatl
Ihad been lJacked. Jeremy had just told
_~_~.....,.......,.._ _~.....,.......,.......,..~__Iother airplane passengers were going to
attempt to overtake the three hiJackers, who were in the cockpit of the
airplane. whenl
Igot the telephonel
he only heard
silence on the. telephone, then three, four, or flve mlnutes went by,
and there were high pitched screaming noises coming over the telephone,
that sounded like they were coming from a distance from the airplane
telephone. I
Idescribed the noises as sounding similar to the
screams comlng trom individuals riding a roller coaster. There was
then several minutes of silence on the telephone. Thenl
Iheard a
series of high pitched screaming sounds again, followed by a noise
which he described as "wind sounds." The "wind sounds" were followed
by noises that sounded as though the airplane telephone was hitting a
hard surface several times or banging around. Then there was silence
on the telephone. During the screaming and other sounds thatl
1
heard, a telephone operator from Horizon broke in~elePhone cali
and relayed the information to police officials.
was sure that
the operator was from Horizon, not Verizon, and tna
ere was a tape
recording of the conversation. I
land the telephone operator
stayed on the telephone for approximately 1 ~ hours, until
approximately 10:45a.m., but never heard any further noises on the
telephone. The telephone call was then terminated.
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